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Abstract—The selection of mechanical ventilator settings that ensure adequate oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance while minimizing the risk of ventilator-associated lung injury (VALI) is a significant challenge for intensive-care clinicians. Current guidelines are largely based on previous experience combined with recommendations from a limited number of in vivo studies whose data are typically more applicable to populations than to individuals suffering from particular diseases of the lung. By combining validated computational models of pulmonary pathophysiology with global optimization algorithms, we generate in silico experiments to examine current practice and uncover optimal combinations of ventilator settings for individual patient and disease states. Formulating the problem as a multiobjective, multivariable constrained optimization problem, we compute settings of tidal volume, ventilation rate, inspiratory/expiratory ratio, positive end-expiratory pressure and inspired fraction of oxygen that optimally manage the tradeoffs between ensuring adequate oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance and minimizing the risk of VALI for different pulmonary disease scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MACHNICAL ventilation (MV) of the lungs is a commonly-used, life-saving procedure. The majority of critically ill patients in intensive-therapy units (ITU) spend some time with their lungs ventilated with a mechanical ventilator. It is estimated that MV is required by nearly 1.5 million patients in the United States alone every year [1], and indications are that this figure is set to increase [2]. The mortality of patients undergoing ventilation during critical illness is 31–37% [3], [4]. Furthermore, 39% of patients undergo MV for prolonged periods [5], a rate which is also predicted to rise further in the near future. One of the most problematic issues associated with MV is that it exposes patients’ lungs to potentially destructive energy applied by the ventilator [5]–[9]. As a result, ventilator-associated lung injury (VALI) can occur, exacerbating existing conditions, prolonging stays in the ITU and potentially resulting in pneumonia, permanent pulmonary fibrosis, and fatality due to multiple organ failure [6], [9].

To date, very limited progress has been made in the assessment of current practice and the development of better guidelines for MV operators, due to a variety of difficulties. MV administration rates vary with geography, hospitals, resources and ITU operator conditions [10]. There remain differences and ambiguities in the definition of several conditions that lead to the administration of MV. Heterogeneity within the patient population used for clinical trials can dilute any significance gained from these studies. Statistical techniques used in data analysis have been shown not to meet satisfactory standards [11] and incomplete analysis of clinical data can introduce levels of bias and unreliability that produce misleading conclusions [12].

The development of a detailed quantitative understanding of the etiology of VALI also poses significant challenges. Direct measurement of several of the key risk factors for VALI is currently unattainable, and many previous modeling investigations have used only very simplified models, and have not considered crucial factors such as the nonlinearity of alveolar compliance and the closure of alveolar airways [13], [14]. Large peak alveolar pressures have been shown to expose alveoli to the risk of barotrauma [6], [7]. Peak alveolar pressures are related to peak airway pressures, but in diseased lungs with a heterogeneous distribution of time constants the distribution of alveolar peak pressures is impossible to measure clinically. Collapse of the small airways and alveoli (atelectasis) and shear stress caused by repetitive opening and closing of alveoli and the feeding bronchioles can also occur, leading to airway and alveolar injury. Such opening and closing is not seen in normal, healthy lungs, but diseased lungs may be swollen or otherwise impaired such that usually clear passages open only during positive pressure inflation and close again as the inflating pressure is withdrawn.

For MV administration in general, physicians in an ITU aim to maintain the patient’s ventilation parameters within regions of “respiratory comfort” [15], [16] based on generic guidelines depending on arterial $\text{O}_2$–$\text{CO}_2$ levels. Decisions on MV parameters are based on patient outputs and protocol-based mechanical ventilator systems [17] that make no attempt to provide settings which optimize the tradeoffs involved in MV. Rule-based methods (e.g., [18]) are effective, but provide little physiological insight into the reasons for their decisions to the user, and rarely allow multiple variables to be adjusted simultaneously.
The combination of high-fidelity, validated, pathophysiologi-
cal simulation models with global optimization methods offers a
potentially powerful framework with which to address many of
the aforesaid difficulties, by performing quantitative “virtual”
experiments on an infinitely compliant and strictly controlled
in silico patient. These experiments may be used to enhance
understanding of the causes and pathophysiology of VALI, in-
terrogate the effectiveness of “typical” ventilator parameter set-
tings on different pathologies in different patients, and suggest
novel, possibly counterintuitive settings for subsequent testing
in clinical trials. A particular advantage of this approach is that it
can be used to investigate scenarios where conflicting processes
occur and the tradeoffs involved in varying multiple parameters
are not intuitively obvious. This is clearly the case for the
problem considered here, which requires the management of
tradeoffs between oxygenation/CO\textsubscript{2} clearance objectives and
VALI risk factors via simultaneous adjustment of five ventilator
parameters: Tidal volume, ventilator rate, ratio of inspiratory
to expiratory time, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) and
the inspired fraction of oxygen. The aim is to optimize these
ventilator settings to minimize the risk factors for VALI, while
guaranteeing effective control of arterial oxygenation, carbon
dioxide clearance, and pH maintenance.

A number of previous studies have investigated the use of
model-based optimization techniques for the assessment of opti-
mal ventilator settings [13], [19]–[23]. These studies have, how-
ever, mostly employed very simplified lung models with only
two or three compartments. Models of this kind are unlikely to be
able to accurately represent the heterogeneity of diseased lung
dynamics and the corresponding gas exchange process [24].
Previous studies have also relied on surrogate indicators of lung
injury such as peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) [13], [22] that
are only representative of global lung dynamics and do not fully
utilize the potential of model-based methods to account for local
pressure/volume variations. This type of information is partic-
ularly relevant to lung pathology where large distributions of
time constants and airway pressures may alter the efficacy of
the MV process significantly.

The problem considered in this paper corresponds to a multi-
variable and multiobjective constrained optimization problem.
The dynamics of the ventilator-respiratory system are complex,
and include significant nonlinear and nonsmooth properties.
Since the possible parameter space for ventilator settings is
almost certain to be nonconvex, local gradient-based optimiza-
tion algorithms are very unlikely to compute globally optimal
results and thus we instead employ evolutionary optimization
methods that have proven to be effective in solving nonconvex
problems with nondifferentiable functions, nonlinearities and
stochastic properties, [25], [26]. This study is the first to 1) em-
ploy a detailed computer simulation model of lung patho-
physiology that has been comprehensively validated both from
a clinical [27], [28] and engineering point of view [29], 2) in-
vestigate the potential of global multiobjective optimization
algorithms, and 3) use the pressures in multiple alveolar units in
order to provide a more physiologically relevant indicator of
VALI risk.

### II. Simulation Model

The simulation model considered in this study is an extended
MATLAB implementation of several physiological models orig-
inally developed within the Nottingham physiology simulator
(NPS) [27], [30]–[32]. The core models in the simulator are de-
dsigned to represent a dynamic in vivo cardio-pulmonary state us-
ing a mass-conserving set of equations based on well-established
physiological principles. Fig. 1 gives a diagrammatic represen-
tation of the model, and some significant parameters indicating
the configuration of the model are given in Table I. The simul-
ator has been designed to allow for the observation of gradual
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**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight [kg]</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspired gas</td>
<td>Warmed and humidified air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspired flow pattern</td>
<td>Constant flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of alveolar compartments</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory quotient</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen consumption [ml min\textsuperscript{-1}]</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac output [liters min\textsuperscript{-1}]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
changes in several parameters that are otherwise difficult to estimate in vivo.

The lungs are modeled as a dynamical system comprising external equipment (i.e., a mechanical ventilator), anatomical and alveolar deadspaces, and ventilated, perfused alveoli. In this study, 100 heterogeneous alveolar compartments have been incorporated into the model. The inspired air consists of oxygen (19.6%), nitrogen (74%), and carbon dioxide (0.1%). The balance is made up of water vapor (6.3%) present due to the humidification of air, which is assumed to be at a temperature of 37 °C. The model obeys ideal gas laws and incorporates the effect on gas flow of the temperature difference between inspired gas and core body temperature. In the model, complete mixing of gases in the alveoli is assumed. Simulating the movement of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen causes changes in lung volume and resulting gas concentrations. Blood flow through the lung is divided into shunted or nonshunted blood. Blood flow across the alveoli is time-sliced, such that each individual packet of blood comes to equilibrium with alveolar gases through an iterative movement of gas between alveolar and capillary compartments. Previous validation studies using clinical data have shown that the equilibration process as simulated in our model provides a mean prediction error of 0.05 kPa for partial pressure of oxygen $P_{aO_2}$ and 0.09 kPa for partial pressure of carbon dioxide $P_{aCO_2}$ [28], for patients suffering from severe respiratory distress.

Calculation of blood oxygen and carbon dioxide content after equilibration uses standard formulas and includes the effects of base excess, temperature, and plasma pH in the internal blood–gas calculations. The plasma pH depends on the base excess, temperature, and plasma carbon dioxide content. Humidification and temperature effects on the inspired dry air concentrations are also incorporated. Barometric pressure, or the atmospheric pressure, is taken to be at 101.3 kPa. Peripheral metabolism involves simple production of carbon dioxide and extraction of oxygen, using oxygen consumption, respiratory quotient, and cardiac output. The bronchiolar flow can be laminar or turbulent, a common resistance to flow is included, and bronchiolar resistance variations as a result of expansion of the lungs are also included. The type of inspiratory flow during MV of the lungs can be preset to constant-flow or constant-pressure; constant-flow is considered in this study.

### III. SIMULATING DISEASE STATES

The simulated lung in the model consists of 100 parallel alveolar compartments, each of which is assigned an individual bronchiolar inlet resistance (BIR). Each alveolar compartment has a corresponding pulmonary capillary compartment with a pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR). The primary goal of the respiratory system is the transfer of gases into and from the blood across the alveolar membrane. To satisfy this requirement optimally, the amount of gas (ventilation, V) and blood (perfusion, Q) taking part in the gas exchange needs to be matched. In many pulmonary diseases, alveolar mismatching can be the most influential mechanism in causing abnormal arterial blood gases.

For a healthy lung, the parameters BIR and PVR are randomly distributed in the model with a uniform distribution of $U(0.75x, 2x)$ where $x$ is BIR$_{nominal}$ (0.001 kPa/ml/min) and PVR$_{nominal}$ (16 ml/min), respectively, to allow the simulation of a heterogeneous ventilation perfusion (V/Q) distribution, as proposed in [33]. Fig. 2 shows the VQ plot for a healthy lung produced by the model. Each point shows a specific amount of ventilation or perfusion at its respective V/Q ratio. Total flows can be calculated by adding the individual data points. As shown, the healthy lung VQ distribution is unimodal, approximately symmetric, and clustered fairly tightly around a VQ ratio of 1. Fig. 3 presents the pressure, flow, and volume features of the simulated healthy lung. Figs. 2 and 3 are produced using standard
Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration of “Virtual” Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The VQ defects were configured by adjusting the bronchial (BIR) and vascular (PVR) resistances in the model and shunt. The values are given as X–Y, where X is the factor by which the resistance was multiplied and Y is the alveolar compartment number. So “100-1 10-20” denotes that between compartment number 1 and 50, the distribution of resistance multipliers were between 100 and 10. The ranges of BIR and PVR conformed to the ranges considered in a previous study [38], with the only limitation that the total airway resistance R_{aw} of the diseased lung is less than five times the R_{aw} of normal lung (within the bounds given in [39]) and the total pulmonary vascular resistance (TPVR) is less than five times the TPVR of a normal lung (within the bounds given in [40]).

Fig. 4. Ventilation perfusion curves of different simulated pulmonary diseases. The plots describe variation in distribution of gas exchange across the lung. Values for shunt refer to total calculated shunt fraction.

Virtual representations of diseased lungs can be simulated in the model by creating abnormal V/Q distributions. Abnormal V/Q distribution in the lung results from the obstruction of air flow and blood flow since in diseased lungs alveolar compartments will have reduced ventilation because of extreme narrowing of the inlet (bronchial) airways. These correspond to alveolar compartments with high BIR, reduced ventilation and low alveolar volumes. Abnormal V/Q distribution has been shown to exist in pulmonary diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [34], asthma [35], pulmonary embolism [36], and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [37]. These distributions are configured in the model by increasing the magnitudes of the BIR and PVR of the alveolar and capillary compartments, using the same method described in [38], with values given in Table II. To capture the heterogeneity of alveolar compartments we again scatter these values using a uniform distribution over the 100 compartments. The resulting VQ mismatch for three different disease states, of progressively increasing severity, is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the pressure–volume and flow–volume relationship of a diseased lung (disease B from Fig. 4), which should be compared to the relationships for a healthy lung shown in Fig. 2.

Table III provides the values of the physiological parameters produced under these disease cases when the MV parameters remain at their nominal values. It is clearly evident that as the severity of the disease increases, the arterial oxygen partial pressure falls and arterial carbon dioxide rises. Indeed, the value of $P_{aO_2}$ in all three cases is lower than its minimum allowable value.

Table III

| Physiological Parameters for the Disease Cases in Fig. 6 Under Nominal Ventilator Settings of Tidal Volume = 400 ml, Ventilator Rate = 12.5 bpm, Inspiratory to Expiratory Ratio = 1/3, PEEP = 0 cmH$_2$O and FIO$_2$ = 0.21 |
|---------------------------------|----------|----------|----------|--------|
| **Disease** | **$P_{aO_2}$ [kPa]** | **$P_{ACO_2}$ [kPa]** | **$P_{aco}$ [kPa]** | **pH** |
| Disease A | 1.15 | 5.81 | 7.71 | 7.387 |
| Disease B | 1.56 | 6.02 | 5.17 | 7.354 |
| Disease C | 1.03 | 6.49 | 3.72 | 7.324 |

Table III provides the values of the physiological parameters produced under these disease cases when the MV parameters remain at their nominal values. It is clearly evident that as the severity of the disease increases, the arterial oxygen partial pressure falls and arterial carbon dioxide rises. Indeed, the value of $P_{aO_2}$ in all three cases is lower than its minimum allowable value.

IV. FORMULATING THE CHOICE OF VENTILATOR PARAMETER SETTINGS AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this study, the following five key ventilator settings are considered as variable parameters that may be adjusted to optimize the tradeoff between effective gas exchange and minimizing the risk of VALI.

1) Tidal volume ($V_{tidal}$, [ml]): The volume of air traveling in or out of the patient’s lungs during every breath.
2) Ventilation rate (VentRate, [breaths/min]): The number of breaths per minute.
3) Duty cycle (I:E): The ratio of inspiratory time to total ventilatory cycle duration.
4) Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP, [cmH\textsubscript{2}O]): The positive pressure in the lungs at the end of exhalation.
5) Fraction of inspired oxygen (FIO\textsubscript{2}): The fraction of oxygen constituting the inhaled volume of gas as provided by the mechanical ventilator. High values of FIO\textsubscript{2} can straightforwardly increase oxygen levels but they can also cause collapse in the alveolar regions as oxygen is rapidly absorbed into the blood, reducing alveolar volume below critical collapsing volume. Studies \cite{41}, \cite{42} have shown that increased FIO\textsubscript{2} should be accompanied by an increase in PEEP to prevent collapse. In this paper, the optimization algorithm attempts to minimize FIO\textsubscript{2}, effectively requiring the least amount of supplemental oxygen needed to satisfy gas exchange requirements.

Data available from clinical trials \cite{3}, \cite{41}, \cite{43}, show considerable variations in the allowable ranges for MV settings in the ICU. For the purpose of this study, maximum allowable ranges of variation for the values of these parameters have been defined based on current clinical practice and to be consistent with these studies. Vitald is allowed to vary within a range from 280 to 840 ml, corresponding to 4–12 ml/kg for a body weight of 70 kg. VentRate is bounded within the range 6–35 breaths/min. I:E is limited to the interval 0.25–0.8 (i.e., a ratio between 1:3 and 4:1). PEEP is constrained within 0–24 cmH\textsubscript{2}O and PFO\textsubscript{2} is bounded within 0.21–1. All of these parameters are also assigned “typical” nominal values, which are used to derive their respective V:Q distributions (see Figs. 2 and 4). A summary is provided in Table IV.

Maximum and/or minimum allowable values are also defined for several key physiological indicators that are returned as outputs by the model. To monitor effective arterial oxygenation, partial pressure of oxygen, $P_{aO2}$, needs to be considered. In order to maintain effective arterial oxygenation, $P_{aO2}$ is constrained to be higher than 8 kPa. Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, $P_{aCO2}$ is another key indicator of alveolar ventilation that also indirectly reflects acid-base balance. $P_{aCO2}$ is constrained to be between 4 and 8 kPa. The risk of barotrauma is proportional to the peak alveolar pressure, ($P_{alv}$, kPa above atmospheric pressure) in any alveolar unit, and thus $P_{alv}$ is limited to 4 kPa. The values of all these parameters are recorded after a physiological time simulation of 20 min. At the end of the 20-min period, mean values of $P_{aO2}$ and $P_{aCO2}$ are computed over the last 2 min (representing the final 10% of data). $P_{alv}$ is calculated as the average of the peak pressure in the most highly-pressurized 20% of all alveoli over the final 2 min of the simulation. Ventilation perfusion plots are drawn with total ventilation and perfusion recorded across the 100 alveolar units at the end of a simulation.

A schematic representation of the proposed in silico optimization framework is shown in Fig. 6. The optimization problem can be formulated mathematically as follows:

$$\min_x J(f(x))$$

subject to the following constraints:

$$4 \leq P_{aCO2} \leq 8, \ P_{aO2} \geq 8, \ P_{alv} \leq 4, \ lb \leq x \leq ub.$$ 

In this formulation, $J$ represents the objective function for the optimization problem, $f(x)$ represents the simulation model, and $x$ is a vector containing the values of the optimization parameters (i.e., the ventilator settings). The optimization algorithm searches for values of the parameters $x$, between their lower ($lb$) and upper ($ub$) bounds, that minimize $J$. To capture the tradeoff inherent in the problem, the normalized aggregated objective function $J$ is defined as

$$J = J1 + J2$$

where

$$J1 = w_1 \frac{P_{alv}}{r_1}, \ J2 = w_2 \left( \frac{|P_{aCO2} - 5|}{r_2} + \frac{|P_{aO2} - 10|}{r_3} \right).$$

Thus, large values of $J1$ will be produced by combinations of ventilator settings that cause high peak alveolar pressures (and hence increase the risk of VALI) while large values of $J2$ reflect settings that provide poor gas exchange. The parameters $r_1$, $r_2$, and $r_3$ are used to approximately normalize the different output parameters and are determined by the maximum difference between acceptable values and desired values given in Table V. $w_1$ and $w_2$ are the weights whose default values are set equal to 1 but whose values can be adjusted to explore the effects of prioritizing different criteria on the computed settings. For
example, increasing $w_2$ relative to $w_1$ causes the optimization algorithm to search for solutions that minimize $J/2$ more than $J/1$. If the patient is exhibiting lower than required oxygenation, the MV operator thus has the option to tailor the optimization toward improving oxygenation at the cost of generating a higher value of $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$. Since the values of the optimization parameters vary significantly in magnitude (e.g., Vtidal is several hundred times larger than IE), they must also be normalized to avoid numerical problems with the chosen optimization routines. All five parameters are thus allowed to vary within their bounds (see Table IV), normalized between $-1$ and $1$. For the normalized aggregated objective function, a hybrid optimization algorithm combining a genetic algorithm (GA) [25] with a pattern search algorithm known as mesh adaptive direct search (MADS) [26] was used to find the globally optimal solution $x_{\text{opt}}$. The GA starts with an initial randomly chosen population of candidate solutions. Based on past experience and some initial exploratory studies, we chose a population size of 30. The algorithm terminates when the total number of generations exceeds 20. The result from the GA is used to initiate the MADS algorithm, which terminates if the magnitude of the objective function value improves by less than a preset tolerance, chosen as $10^{-3}$, or if the total number of function evaluations by the algorithm exceeds 600. To validate this solution and further investigate the tradeoffs involved in this problem, a multi-objective global optimization algorithm, NSGA-II [44], was also used to compute an estimate of the Pareto-optimal front corresponding to all possible solutions for different choices of the weighting functions $w_1$ and $w_2$. NSGA-II was initiated with a population size of 30 and allowed to evolve for 60 generations.

### V. RESULTS

A comparison of the results obtained with the nominal and optimized ventilator parameters for the healthy lung model is shown in Table VI. Compared with the nominal settings, the optimization algorithm has sought to find a combination of ventilator parameters that pushes down the value of $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$, at the cost of slightly increasing $P_{a_{\text{CO2}}}$ and reducing $P_{a_{\text{O2}}}$ (while still keeping these parameters within their specified bounds). It has achieved this principally by reducing Vtidal, as would be expected from normal clinical practice. “Re-balanced” settings which give a higher priority to gas exchange could easily be computed by adjusting the weights $w_1$ and $w_2$ in the objective function for the optimization algorithm.

Table VII summarizes the values of the optimal settings for each individual disease case with their corresponding physiological parameters. When compared with the results of applying the nominal settings for each disease state (Table II), it is clear that the optimized settings provide a marked improvement in the values of the physiological parameters. In particular, note that the value of $P_{a_{\text{O2}}}$ has now increased to lie within its allowable range for all three cases. This improvement in oxygenation has been achieved at the cost of an increase in the value of $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$, but even for the most severe case $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$ still remains lower than its maximum limit.

Further “fine-tuning” of the ventilator settings can be easily achieved by adjusting the weights $w_1$ and $w_2$ in the objective function and re-running the optimization algorithm. For example, Table VIII shows the effect on the optimal settings for disease case B of making $w_1$ equal to 10 while leaving $w_2$ at its nominal value of 1. This has the effect of making the value of $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$, the dominant term in the objective function, so that the optimization algorithm tries to find settings that reduce its value by a larger amount. As shown in Table VII, the effect of this re-balancing is to reduce $P_{a_{\text{alv}}}$ from 1.96 to 0.98 kPa, at the cost of an increase in $P_{a_{\text{CO2}}}$ and a small decrease in $P_{a_{\text{O2}}}$ (although both these parameters still remain within their allowable ranges). The set of 30 solutions returned by the multiobjective NSGA-II algorithm, together with the optimal solutions given in Table VIII, is shown in Fig. 7. It is evident that the previous
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solutions lie on the appropriate sections of the nondominated front computed by the NSGA-II algorithm.

VI. DISCUSSION

Poor oxygenation of the blood and resultant hypoxia can be fatal to patients in an ITU. Carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) clearance from the blood is also essential as excessive CO$_2$ in the blood can lead to acid base imbalance, risking serious damage to the major organ systems. Traditionally, MV operators have focused on ensuring that oxygenation requirements are adequately met and carbon dioxide clearance is maintained. In recent years, however, the increasing incidence of VALI, which has been attributed to the occurrence of high pressures and volumes in the alveoli, has led MV operators to be more cautious and to consider other physiological factors which previously tended to be ignored. The objective of minimizing the risk of VALI can often be in direct conflict with the traditional aim of ensuring good gas exchange, and optimal settings that satisfy both sets of criteria can be difficult to predict.

The optimal settings for the different disease scenarios presented here are shown to satisfy the clinical objectives of 1) maintaining adequate oxygenation, 2) maintaining adequate carbon dioxide clearance, and 3) minimizing the risks of VALI. Interestingly, the optimal settings not only optimize the particular parameters contained in the objective function, but also act to more generally improve the gas exchange within the lung. Fig. 8 plots VQ distributions under the computed optimal settings for the three disease cases. In comparison to VQ distributions under nominal settings of Fig. 4, significant improvement is evident in all cases, where the optimal setting causes the gas exchange to shift toward a VQ ratio of 1. Under nominal settings, there are a large number of perfused alveoli where little gas exchange occurs due to under-ventilated or collapsed airways. From Fig. 8 and Table VII, it is evident that the higher values of ventilator rate, I:E ratio and PEEP act to improve the ventilation to these areas of the lung where there is poor gas flow, which in turn improves the VQ mismatch and helps achieve better gas exchange.

An important objective to consider when searching for optimal ventilator settings is to reduce the risk of hypercapnia (by lowering PaCO$_2$ a closely as possible to its desired value of 5 kPa). In the ITU, the physician may sometimes prefer to focus only on the pH value and reduce the risk of lung injury while allowing an increase in PaCO$_2$ (permissive hypercapnia). This can be a common strategy in patients with severe respiratory distress [45]. In this case, the objective function for our optimization problem can easily be altered to include pH instead of PaCO$_2$. However due to the standard pH PCO$_2$ relationship, achieving a stable PaCO$_2$ value would normally be expected to effectively satisfy the pH requirements of the patient. For example, disease C has a value of 7.354 for pH (see Table III). Under the optimal settings of Table VII, however, pH was returned to a normal value of 7.41. Thus, there may not be a significant benefit in considering pH above PaCO$_2$ as a direct optimization target.

The model used in this study is based on several assumptions, e.g., the simulated patient is assumed to be under complete MV with the effects of ventilatory autoregulation not incorporated. The model also does not consider any metabolic, myogenic, or neurogenic autoregulation of the physiological parameters. Clearly, such assumptions would need to be addressed before any direct bedside application could be considered, and further development of the model along these lines is currently underway. On the other hand, with respect to previous studies [13], [20], [22], the present model does incorporate the effect of many key mechanisms, such as the gas exchange process across the alveolar-capillary membrane, the variable heterogeneous distribution of both ventilation and perfusion, the effect of airway and vascular obstruction, hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction, and the recruitment and de-recruitment of alveolar units, among others. The model has also been applied previously in representing severe pulmonary pathological scenarios such as ARDS [28], [38] and hypoxemia [46].

In this study, we simulated three different lung conditions representing disease states of increasing severity, which could be realistically found in patients in an ITU. The disease states were obtained by altering the ventilation and perfusion characteristic within the model. Patients suffering from severe respiratory distress requiring MV are known to exhibit unique VQ behavior and show evidence of resultant hypoxia and/or hypercapnia. A small but representative sample of possible VQ distributions has been considered in this paper. In clinical practice, techniques such as MIGET and computerized tomography (CT) can give detailed information regarding the ventilation and perfusion profile of the patient, but these can be expensive to utilize and may not always be readily available, which makes them difficult to use for measurements and monitoring in the ITU. However, VQ distributions are ideally suited to *in silico* investigation and enable us to generate disease scenarios that are representative of a generic case of pathology found in patients requiring MV where the aim is to support patient breathing. The results presented here clearly reveal the huge potential of implementing an optimization-based methodology alongside models of pulmonary physiology that
have previously been used to computationally investigate several clinical problems [31], [32], [46] and have brought real-world advances in clinical care [38], [48].

VII. CONCLUSION

The investigation of systematic approaches for choosing ventilator settings in order to maintain desired blood–gas partial pressures while minimizing the risk factors associated with VALI has been the subject of intense interest in the medical community in recent years. However, there are many factors hampering traditional approaches to research in this area, including 1) the difficulty or impossibility of measuring key patient variables reflecting the effects of MV in vivo, 2) the inhomogeneity of physiological responses over time and over the patient population, 3) the number of different ventilator parameters which may be adjusted by the clinician, 4) the lack of clarity over which physiological parameters represent the most important risk factors for VALI, and 5) the ethical constraints on research on patients who are unable to give their own consent. VALI itself has been difficult to diagnose, with limited real time data available, and thus it represents a serious risk to patient welfare. MV input settings also tend to be highly correlated, which can make their effect on internal patient dynamics unpredictable. As a result, limited progress has been made, with ventilator parameters still typically being set using heuristic approaches that are heavily influenced by the clinician’s ability and experience, and large local, national, and international variations existing in treatment protocols.

The results of this study highlight the significant differences which can exist between settings that optimally satisfy the conflicting objectives of MV, even for relatively minor differences in lung compositions (see the optimal settings for disease case A relative to those for the healthy lung). The use of global optimization algorithms to target MV therapy to particular patients, particular diseases, and to particular severity of diseases, would represent significant progress toward the goal of personalized ventilator management for critically ill patients in the modern ITU, where it could help to avoid lung injury, exacerbation of underlying disorders and allow faster recovery from illness.

Fig. 8. Ventilation perfusion distribution under optimal settings for each disease state. The effect of optimal MV is evident in the shift of ventilator management toward higher QV ratio.
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